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After having her face cut in a near death life experience, Ebony was introduced to the presence
of angels. Repetitive numbers began to appear in her life frequently. They would occur:•On
license tags while driving past random cars•On billboards displaying telephone numbers•On
digital clocks and cell phones at 10:00, 11:11, 12:22, 1:11, 2:22, 3:33, 4:44, and 5:55•On social
media views, likes, and followers•On receipt totals•On price tags in grocery and retail stores•As
change back from purchases•On speedometers and mile markers on road tripsAngels
communicate to us by using repeating number sequences and spirit animal totems. Determined
to understand the meaning of these synchronicities, she sought out to learn the messages
hidden behind each encounter.In this book, Ebony shares her personal experience and
connection with angel numbers and spirit animal totems in an easy to read format. Use this book
as a guide to decode the everyday messages that the spirit world transmits to you.

About the AuthorCandida R. Moss is an English academic who is the Edward Cadbury
Professor of Theology in the Department of Theology and Religion at the University of
Birmingham. A graduate of Oxford and Yale universities, Moss specialises in the study of the
New Testament and martyrdom in early Christianity.--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Review“An essential, unsettling and often shocking account. . . .
[A] remarkable fusion of biblical studies and investigative journalism. . . . Moss and Baden
uncover many alarming details about the Greens' acquisitions and the scholars they have paid
to study them.”―Sarah Posner, Washington Post“Exhaustively reported and scrupulously fair,
Bible Nation doubles as a portrait of conviction: The Greens may well be the most sincere and
most-frequently misguided activists in America.”―Sarah Jones, New Republic“Bible Nation is a
geek’s delight, seasoned with the historical skulduggery and theological debate found in a Dan
Brown novel or an Indiana Jones film.”―Hamilton Cain, Minneapolis Star Tribune“A timely read
for those interested in the relationship between money, faith, and American politics.”―Publishers
Weekly“A troubling look into how a personal belief system can infiltrate seemingly public
institutions through corporate means.”―Library Journal --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover"Absolutely riveting. Without exaggeration, this is one
of the most interesting books I have read in years. Moss and Baden have embedded a searing
indictment within a compelling detective story that ranges from academic intrigue to divinely
inspired business acumen, with a driving narrative and a cast of characters worthy of Hollywood,
except that this is real life. Bible Nation should be required reading for anyone even thinking of
visiting the Museum of the Bible."--Eric H. Cline, author of Three Stones Make a Wall: The Story
of Archaeology"Moss and Baden's account of how a family of billionaires has almost single--
handedly transformed the American religious landscape—to the benefit of some and the



detriment of many—will shake you to your core. This is a must read in our increasingly polarized
country."--Reza Aslan, author of the New York Times bestseller Zealot: The Life and Times of
Jesus of Nazareth"Bible Nation offers a vivid tour through the catacombs of the culture wars: the
unexpected political and theological battles in education policy, museum administration, and
even the secretive world of international traders who buy and sell ancient manuscripts. Part
cultural study, part family biography, part detective story, this book demonstrates that the Green
family has accrued immense influence over the politics of religious liberty and the bounds of
academic freedom in the study of the Bible."--Molly Worthen, author of Apostles of Reason: The
Crisis of Authority in American Evangelicalism"An intimate look at conservative Christianity and
its biblical worldview. Riveting and disturbing."--T. M. Luhrmann, author of When God Talks Back:
Understanding the American Evangelical Relationship with God"Bible Nation is a deft and
insightful portrait of pious evangelicals who are utterly convinced of their beliefs—and unable to
see them in any kind of critical light. At the very least, the naiveté is deeply detrimental to biblical
scholarship and to a thoughtful public comprehension of the Bible. Bible Nation is an important
addition to the understanding of contemporary evangelicalism."--Margaret Bendroth, author of
The Last Puritans: Mainline Protestants and the Power of the Past"Engaging and timely, Bible
Nation is a compelling account of the efforts of the family that owns Hobby Lobby to tell a
particular story about the Bible and its role in history. The authors have done a terrific
investigative job to show how problematic the foundations of the whole enterprise are, making
the case that it is dangerous in its ethical evasions, its privileging of the ‘story' over the evidence,
and its undermining of professional scholarly norms."--Elizabeth A. Castelli, Barnard College--
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“Bible Nation is a geek’s delight,
seasoned with the historical skulduggery and theological debate found in a Dan Brown novel or
an Indiana Jones film.”―Hamilton Cain, Minneapolis Star Tribune“A troubling look into how a
personal belief system can infiltrate seemingly public institutions through corporate
means.”―Library Journal“An essential, unsettling and often shocking account. . . . [A] remarkable
fusion of biblical studies and investigative journalism. . . . Moss and Baden uncover many
alarming details about the Greens' acquisitions and the scholars they have paid to study
them.”―Sarah Posner, Washington Post“Exhaustively reported and scrupulously fair, Bible
Nation doubles as a portrait of conviction: The Greens may well be the most sincere and most-
frequently misguided activists in America.”―Sarah Jones, New Republic“A timely read for those
interested in the relationship between money, faith, and American politics.”―Publishers Weekly --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Angels EverywhereUnderstanding Synchronicities and Their MeaningsEBONY D.
MCALLISTERCopyright © 2016 by Ebony D. McAllister. All Right Reserved.No part of this
publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, or by any
information storage and retrieval system without the prior written permission of the publisher,
except in the case of very brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other
noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.This book is dedicated to one of the most
influential men in my life, my brother.Thank you for introducing me to The Secret, and for always
protecting me.I love you John Antwon McAllister, Sr.Table of ContentsWhy I Wrote This
BookWhy You Should Read This BookChapter 1. Pay attention to the signsYou entertain angels
unawareStay receptiveWhat is numerology?Numbers have specific vibrationsChapter 2. Angel
number 111Vibrations and energies of the number 11 Tripled makes it more powerfulChapter 3.
Angel number 222Vibrations and energies of the number 22 Tripled makes it more
powerfulChapter 4. Angel number 333Vibrations and energies of the number 33 Tripled makes it
more powerfulChapter 5. Angel number 444Vibrations and energies of number 44 Tripled makes
it more powerfulChapter 6. Angel number 555Vibrations and energies of the number 55 Tripled
makes it more powerfulChapter 7. Angel number 666Vibrations and energies of the number 66
Tripled makes it more powerfulChapter 8. Angel number 777Vibrations and energies of the
number 77 Tripled makes it more powerfulChapter 9. Angel number 888Vibrations and energies
of the number 88 Tripled makes it more powerfulChapter 10. Angel number 999Vibrations and
energies of the number 99 Tripled makes it more powerfulChapter 11. Angel number
000Vibrations and energies of number 00 Tripled makes it more powerfulChapter 12. Spirit
animal totemsAnimal totemsAnimal totems that have appeared in my
experiencerainbowsRainbow significance and symbolismChapter 13. Summary and
conclusionAbout The AuthorOther books and resources by Ebony McAllisterWhy I Wrote This
BookGod has put a life message in you. He wants to speak to the world through you.The first
time that I noticed the appearance of repeating numbers and synchronicity in my life was on May
14, 2016, two days after I cut my face in a near death experience. I was in Miami waiting to board
my cruise ship, and my Sail and Ship card assigned me table number 777. I vaguely knew the
importance and significance of the number 777. I knew that it was a special number, but I had no
concise explanation of the true meaning. My younger brother and I shared a room, and we were
the only people out of a party of six who were assigned a specific table number. My parents and
our friends were assigned anytime dining on their Sail and Ship card.Assuming that it was some
sort of registration error, we immediately went to Guest Services before we checked into our
rooms. We waited in line almost an hour, only to be informed that we were assigned a random
table number. The receptionist stated that their computer generates a table number of either 777
or 999. Although there was a sigh of relief that everything was perfect, I had a greater sense of



relief, as I had since searched Google to delve into the meaning of the number 777 while waiting
in line.Having fresh sutures in my favorite part of my body, my face, and dealing with the
emotional issues of adjusting to my new look, I wanted to know the message behind such a
distinct number. The first definition that I read stated: the number 777 is a number of perfection
and it is seen as the number that holds the Universe together. The angel number 777 will
sometimes appear in your life as the Universe tries to send you a message of comfort and
reassurance to let you know that your guardian angels are watching.I felt a sense of
acknowledgement and comfort. I knew that God sent his angels to protect me and to comfort
me. I was in a state of eternal peace and joy. I thought about it all day. Unbeknownst to me, it was
merely the beginning of an infinite rendezvous of joy and expansion that would continue to flow
into my life experience. In less than six months, I have encountered well over 500 sightings of
repeated numbers, many of which I have photographed and placed in an album on my
iPhone.While cruising in the middle of the Caribbean Sea, two white doves began to fly right in
front of me. I stared in awe for about five minutes. They were beautiful. Then the thought came to
me: Where did they come from? I’m in the middle of nowhere, standing on the rail of the cruise
ship alone, showing pure gratitude and appreciation of one of God’s most beautiful creations,
the ocean, while two white doves just happen to flow into my experience. I wanted to learn about
the significance of white doves as well, so I made a point to research the messages of doves,
and why they would appear in your life.A couple of days later, while standing on the rail with my
parents, we saw a school of dolphins jumping playfully in the ocean. I couldn’t believe it.
Everywhere we looked there were dolphins popping up. I felt as if God were showering me with
love and joy, ensuring that I had a memorable experience on my cruise, as my face heals.On
another day, while walking around the ship, I saw a life-sized chessboard. Chess is a game and
skill that I have wanted to learn for a while now, but I haven’t given it much energy or thought. I
said to myself, and to my Snapchat followers, “I want to learn how to play chess.” A few minutes
after I added the snap to my story, a couple came to play on the chessboard. Ironically, the male
was teaching the female how to play. I was astonished. It was clear to me. I literally have angels
everywhere I go.My entire cruise was filled with laughter, joy, and peace. I spent a lot of time
basking in the sun, enjoying the breeze and the endless view of the ocean. There was a
constant flow of love. By the time I returned home, my face was completely healed. I knew and
understood then that the changes in my life were divinely guided. Even what most would
consider tragedy and chaos, had goodness all over it.Angels surround me everywhere I go. I
took notice of synchronicities and repeating numbers in my life ever since. When I learned about
the vibrational and spiritual messages of numbers, I decided to do further research into the
specific meaning of each number to help me along my spiritual journey to finding my dharma, or
life’s purpose. I’m a lifelong learner. I will never stop seeking answers. The more that I learn, the
more I learn that there is so much more to learn.Inner knowing is what helps us be truly creative
and to make the leap beyond worry, fear, and pain. Without faith, we just make rational decisions
about every step in life, often forgetting that God is in control.When someone has an unusual



experience with an animal or has repeated sightings, whether in a physical form or symbolic
form, it is important to delve into the possible meanings of what your spirit is trying to
communicate with you. For this reason, I started to research and journal my findings of the
different meanings of the spirit animals that began to appear in my life. The more that I learned
and understood the significance of different synchronicities and spirit animals, the better
equipped I was to make informed decisions of the direction to take in my life. I decided to write a
book to detail my findings and to help others understand how to decode and understand these
angelic messages from God.With this book, I intend to inspire others to manifest their true
selves, spread love and positivity, and to make the people around you and the world that you live
in a better place.Why You Should Read This BookThe mind of man is too small to understand
the totality of the creator.Signs and symbols cultivate their meanings according to culture,
context, and passage of time in society. Most importantly, their most powerful meanings come
from our own personal experiences and perspectives. Invest the time to do your own research
into which meanings resonate with you. Use what is useful for you. Remember, you see what you
look for. Always look for the positive. Pay no attention to the negative. It does not serve you.This
book will help you to understand the messages that your angels are trying to communicate with
you. It is my intention to provide you with a simple and easy to read guide that would be readily
accessible for you to understand the meanings of the daily encounters with your angels, or spirit
guides.Our spirit world is simply another dimension that co-exists with our physical reality. I use
the term “angels” to refer to my spirit guides, simply because it feels good for me. You can call
them whatever you want.A spirit guide is any non-physical spiritual being that helps and assists
us in a life-positive way. That little voice in your head that guides you, warns you of danger, tells
you to look up when someone is staring at you, and reminds you of something that you left on
your kitchen counter, can all be referred to as your spirit guides, or guardian angels. You can’t
see them, but you can definitely feel their energy. You may not always know and recognize them,
but they have always known you and protected you. We may call on them for guidance,
protection, healing, encouragement, inspiration, or for any type of help. Every living being has
spirit guides, whether you know, acknowledge, or recognize them or not.In this book, you will
learn a great deal about the magic of numbers, including symbolic significance, the nature of
their vibrations, as well as their occult, or hidden, meanings. Numbers are the keys that can
unlock the secrets of the Universe and nature. Through awareness of the powers of numbers,
every person can discover how to change the energy surrounding his or her life to achieve a
harmonious vibration to reach his or her maximum potential. When you begin to understand the
basic significance of numbers, you will be better equipped to apply their meanings to your
everyday life situations.Repetitive numbers can appear anywhere. The possibilities are endless.
You may see them on a digital clock at 11:11, a car license tag, mile markers, your car odometer,
telephone numbers on billboards, a shopping receipt, or even on a home address. It is important
to investigate and understand the meanings of these forms of communication, because they are
divine messages from above. Nothing comes to you by accident.When a repeating number or an



animal totem appears in your life, it represents the spirit of the message. It is attempting to
convey a message to you, especially when you see the same angel at least three times in a
short period of time. When you tune into your spiritual realm, you will deepen your appreciation
for them showing up in your life experience. As you strengthen and heighten your consciousness
and awareness of the unique relationships you have with the spirit world, you will enhance your
relationships with self and the physical world.By being aware of the numbers that appear in your
life, you can eventually reap rewards, even from experiencing disorder in your life. Out of chaos
and disorder come rewards or new understanding and experiences that strengthen you in the
long run.The only way to truly help change society is to change oneself, by growth and personal
development. In life, you are constantly, whether you realize it or not, working on your own self-
healing, and on the larger healing of humanity as well. One person in tune with their higher self
and in alignment with the universal flow of love is more valuable, powerful, and influential than
millions who are not.Chapter 1. Pay attention to the signsYou entertain angels unawareWhen
you have God inside of you, angels surround you everywhere you go. You may not understand or
notice them, but they know you. They always have. When you transition from lower level thinking
on the third dimensional plane to higher level thinking on the fourth and fifth dimensional planes,
you are more prone to understand and notice the invisible energies that surround you. You don’t
have to look for synchronicities or angels. They will be revealed to you.Coincidences,
synchronicities, and serendipities are all signs from the Universe that you are on your true path,
and that your recent thoughts are in order. Synchronicity is also a reminder to you that all things
happen in divine timing.Have you ever thought about a friend that you haven’t spoken to in a
while, and all of a sudden they reach out to you or you run across them at a store? Those
interactions are not random. There is no such thing as chance in our Universe.Pay attention and
be aware. If you want to increase your intuitive abilities and strengthen your connection to God,
or Source energy, you must pay attention to what is going on around you. Not paying attention to
your surroundings can be bad for your health. The more data and information you absorb from
your environment, the more your subconscious mind has to work with when making a major life
decision.Learn to trust your intuitive nudges and gut feelings. As I always say, “If it don’t feel
right, it ain’t right!” Your intuition is your inner guide, so learn to trust it. It may take some time to
develop, so it is important to stay focused to give you the opportunity to grow. Most importantly, if
you don’t have something yet, you’re not ready for it. The answers that you seek never come
when the mind is busy; they come when your mind is still.Stay receptiveWhen you are in the
receptive mode, you are ready to receive all of the goodness that you have been praying for.
This is how God, Spirit, the Universe, the Divine, your angels, or whatever name you choose,
communicates with us. There are amazing signs all around you. Be aware, stay receptive, and
trust their guidance.Everyone grows at a different pace and there are many levels of
understanding and comfort. What works for one person may not work for you. Walk your own
path and listen to the guidance provided to you from within.What is numerology?Numerology is
as old as time.Numerology is the science and study of numbers. Each number carries a specific



vibration. In numerology, each number is alive, a living energy that flows from and into infinity
carrying positive and negative characteristics. When combined, they create the spark of life. You
can use numerology as a guide to help you make informed decisions as you seek self-
knowledge. It also guides you to understanding your life’s purpose, establishing satisfying
relationships, improving your love life, and becoming more financially successful. It likewise
provides a way for you to understand yourself through the wisdom of numbers. Numerology is
the language from the Universe, and it has the power to show you how to live your life in joy and
prosperity, if you pay attention.While conducting research into the deeper meaning of
numerology and the occurrence of repeating numbers, I ran across several sources that cited
negative connotations and evil and satanic connections. I’ve spent the past few years redirecting
my energy, using positive affirmations and creative visualization techniques to create my ideal
life. I knew that I would not attract any type of evil into my life. I am intentional with my thoughts
and actions, and I only give and receive love. For this reason, I was determined to seek out the
spiritual significance of the numbers that continued to appear in my everyday life.My heart is
pure. I never wish harm or evil on anyone, even those who intentionally and unintentionally hurt
me. The energy that you give out is what you manifest, and I only attract good, positive energy to
me. You find what you look for, so I wanted to go deeper into the roots and meaning of
numerology. I never settle for the explanations that I receive from television, media outlets, or the
masses. From my personal experience, if you follow where the masses are going, you’re headed
in the wrong direction. I chose to direct my own path, without the advice, opinions, or feelings of
other people.My study of repetitive numbers that have appeared in my life over the past few
months has led me to where I am today, writing books and educating my peers.Esoteric
numerology is the art and science of understanding the spiritual significance and progression of
all manifestation. This brings us into a direct and close relationship with the infinite intelligence of
the Universe.The definition of numerology is the branch of knowledge that deals with the occult
significance of numbers. When I saw the word “occult”, I was turned off because of the negative
connotations that are generally associated with the term. Ironically, many of the sources of
negative connections come from Western civilizations, cultures, and traditions. There have been
some sources that cite occult as “knowledge of the hidden.” In common English usage, occult
refers to “knowledge of the paranormal,” as opposed to “knowledge of the measurable,” which
refers to scientific terms. The word occult has many meanings, including:Of or relating to magic,
astrology, or any system claiming use or knowledge of secret or supernatural powers or
agencies.Beyond the range of ordinary knowledge or understanding; mysterious.Secret;
disclosed or communicated only to the initiated.Hidden from view.Not apparent on mere
inspection but discoverable by experimentation.Of a nature not understood, as physical
qualities.Present in amounts too small to be visible.After understanding the more scientific and
general definition of the word occult, I wanted to know more. Why would the vibrational
meanings of numbers be hidden? At this time, repetitive numbers, which I refer to as angels, had
begun to appear in my life quite frequently and vividly. Every time I rode in a car, a license plate



would pass with repetitive numbers. I would scroll down my social media timeline and notice
someone with 444 likes on a post, or see a telephone number on a sign with repetitive numbers.
I had a great desire to understand the hidden meanings of each of these number
sequences.Each number has a variety of meanings, so there are several possibilities as to what
your exact message may be. This is where your connection to God, your intuition, and common
sense play a major part, because only you can decipher and understand the messages meant
for you. Only you know what your dreams and goals are, and only you know what you have been
praying for. No one else can think or feel for you, so no one can fully understand the messages
that are intended for you. Those meanings come from within, and when the mind is still. When
you talk about your dreams and goals with others, it opens up the floodgates for a host of
different opinions and explanations that may or may not be good advice for you. The answers
that you seek will never come from someone else. They will be given directly to you from
within.Numbers have specific vibrationsEverything lies veiled in numbers.Numbers are the
language of the Universe. For this reason, Pythagoras said, “Everything is disposed according to
the numbers.” We are fed, connected, and nourished energetically by this universal flow,
identified through numbers.A number has the same meaning, no matter where it appears.
Numbers are simply energy, which constantly evolves and changes. Each number contains
physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual dimensions, which helps us to understand why
numerology is such a wonderful representation of life.Numbers are like friends that can assist
you; different friends in different ways. Pythagoras, the father of mathematics, introduced the
principle that numbers are different from figures. Numbers represent qualities, and figures
represent quantities. Numbers operate on a spiritual plane, and figures measure things on a
material plane. Each number, from one to nine, represents a universal principle.Numerology is
an energetic language. It has provided a language of understanding and a consistent tool for
thousands of years in hundreds of thousands of lives. Because numbers are vibrations, it follows
that we can alter our vibration through our knowledge of numbers and their individual essence.
Vibrations carry the messages and information from the Universe on what potential is available
for us to create each day. Each day is different from the other. One day might bring extra
challenges, while another may flow more harmoniously. These interactions, and how we choose
to engage these life experiences, show us synchronicities in the most intimate way.To
understand and interpret numbers, you need intuition. True intuition does not involve guessing. It
is knowing, deep down inside, that something is right for you, whether it makes logical sense or
not. The greatest thinkers are those who have been able to use intuition and logic to further their
ideas and life. As you need logic to manipulate numbers in math, you need intuition to
manipulate numbers in numerology. Math is a mental and physical energy. Numerology is a
mental and spiritual energy.The numbers one through nine are considered to be pure numbers.
They represent a pure quality or characteristic. Other numbers are referred to as compound
numbers, which are converted to pure numbers by simply adding the digits together. For
example, angel number 111, a compound number, may be expressed as a pure number by



adding the digits 1+1+1= 3.Angel numbers are repeating numbers and number sequences.
Repetitive numbers, numbers lining up, are just a representation that other things are lining up
for you, as well.Whether you see angel numbers on license plates, telephone numbers, the
clock, social media views, followers, likes, or other locations, the messages are very real and
specific for you. When you tap into your spiritual realm, you understand that, and take heed to
the messages that your angels are communicating to you at that particular time.Numbers mean
so much more than just computing mathematical equations. They can represent more loving
relationships, more money, better health, personal growth, spiritual awareness, and even greater
luck.Chapter 2. Angel number 111Think and say only what you want to experience. Your
thoughts are manifesting quickly!Vibrations and energies of the number 1The number one
encourages us to step out of our comfort zones and reminds us that we create our own reality
with our thoughts, beliefs, and actions.The number one is a number of strength, individuality,
self-discovery, self-empowerment, and creativity.The number one resonates with the vibrations
and energies of:New beginningsCreationIndependenceUniquenessMotivation
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tpcomp, “Quick witha Purpose. I enjoyed the book of Angel numbers. Ebony writes just like you
are in a room talking to her. She is clear in her delivery and concise with the message. I liked
the idea of a list for me to review. It gave me the opportunity to apply the message closer to my
experience. This book is a great starting guide as you learn about synchronization and the
message that come with it. Bonus animal totem information.”

B. Williams, “Straightforward Intro to Angel Numbers. I enjoyed this book. I would highly
recommend it to someone just starting on the angel numbers journey to use as a reference. I
also recommend checking out MinxDiva's YouTube channel for more numbers. The only thing I
did not find in the book that I wished was included was information on how to determine what
action the numbers are prompting one to take.”

Tia M Shaffer, “Good read.. Ebony has written a wonderful book that will help you to make sense
of your spiritual awakening. She is uplifting.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Awesome!. I've been seeing "numbers of alignment" everywhere I go
and this book has given me so much comfort and assurance about the path that I am taking!
Thank you so much!”

Rachel cardis, “Inspiring and Uplifting Book!. I follow Minxdiva on YouTube and found her books
which I love! The authentic messages and uplifting writing and personal videos really help you
to understand how to read the signs, numbers, and messages on the path of life!Rachel C.”

Monique Mackey, “Awesome. Loved the book and learned a lot. If you want to know more on why
you see repetitive numbers this is the book for you.. pay attention to the signs”

Daphne Fuller, “It is amazing, beautiful and life changing. I see synchronized numbers
everywhere. It is amazing, beautiful and life changing. It supports positive thinking, belief in
angels and guidance from God. You witness and experience God's gifts and purpose for your
life.  I love this book and will recommend to others.”

The book by Candida R. Moss has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 17 people have provided feedback.
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